
Crazy 1471 

Chapter 1471: Why didn’t you let him come? 

Li Jing’s voice came from a room in the exploration base. 

“No! Absolutely not!” She was serious and said to Zhao Yu,”don’t even think about it! I will never agree 

to this! 

“Zhao Yu, I acknowledge your ability, and I can understand how you feel! “But …” Li Jing’s words were 

agitated.”You have to understand that the higher-ups want to take care of you. Even if they don’t save 

the hostage, they can’t let you put yourself in danger!” 

“Besides, I can’t explain it to officer Miao!” 

“I know, I know …” Zhao Yu said.”But, no one knows where the hot air balloon went! I’m following them 

because I want to use my specialty to find the whereabouts of the exploration team!” 

“Then you can command from a distance!” Li Jing said directly,”our Secret Service team members are 

equipped with radio equipment. We can keep in touch at any time!” 

“That’s not the same, you know …” Zhao Yu said stubbornly.”The hole to fix the hot air balloon was very 

small. Did I find it? 

“What’s the use if I don’t go to the scene?” 

“I don’t care. I won’t agree to let you go into the mountains with the Secret Service team!” Li Jing said 

firmly,”the Nelia Valley is the most dangerous area in the entire Vakra region. We don’t have any 

backup. I have no right to let you participate!” 

“But …” 

“No buts!” Li Jing waved her hand and said,”don’t worry too much. The people I’ve sent this time are all 

elites who are familiar with the local environment! 

“They’ve received strict training and know how to track enemies and obtain information from the locals! 

They would definitely complete the mission! 

“And …” Li Jing continued,”it’s not like we don’t have any cards to play! At least you captured Saif from 

the banner organization. We can make full use of that!” 

“Oh … You mean,” Zhao Yu said,”we’ll ask saiafu’s men to help us find out more information?” 

“Right!” Li Jing said,”you can also persuade a few of saiafu’s men to defect and have them go out to 

gather information.” The flag organization was very powerful in that area. If someone really kidnapped 

the Chinese, the news would definitely not be hidden! 

“And …” Li Jing continued,”do you remember Xie ah, who you’ve met before?” After all, that person is 

the previous leader of vachery, we have already contacted him! 

“He promised that he would use his connections to help us gather information! “So …” Li Jing spread her 

hands and tried to comfort him.”You really, really don’t have to do it yourself!” 



“Mm …” Zhao Yu understood what Li Jing meant. What she said made sense. However, he still couldn’t 

get over this hurdle in his heart. He still looked hesitant and worried. 

“Alright, I’m done!” However, Li Jing thought that Zhao Yu had agreed and continued,”I think that your 

top priority is to find more experts with experience in hot air balloons. You can use the wind speed and 

other data of that day to narrow down the scope of search! 

“Or maybe I can find a hot air balloon to demonstrate it and see if there are any other possibilities? 

“The Tautz Highlands is so vast. What if they have other hiding spots?” 

“Mm …” Zhao Yu weighed the pros and cons carefully, then said,”I want to ask, how will the Secret 

Service team you sent enter the death Valley?” 

“It’s definitely a car!” Li Jing answered without hesitation,”our people entered the valley in two cars, 

disguised as businessmen in the leather business, and entered the local area to find out more 

information!” 

“Then …” Zhao Yu asked again,”on tarstein’s side …” 

“They won’t participate, and they can’t participate!” Li Jing glanced out of the window and said to Zhao 

Yu cautiously,”the target area is under very strict control. It’s not convenient for people from tartein to 

intervene!” 

“In other words, we don’t have any backup?” Zhao Yu frowned again. 

“Yes, we can’t touch a single bullet or gun in tarstein,” Li Jing said.”The election is coming up. Any 

conflict will cause an uncontrollable butterfly effect!” 

“F * ck!” Zhao Yu grinned.”The banner organization can carry out terrorist attacks in yelmaz, but tartein 

doesn’t dare to investigate beyond the boundaries? That’s F * cking weak!” 

“You can’t say that. Coordinating the relationship between the two countries is also a political condition 

for the candidate. At this time, no one would dare to rashly mobilize the Army! 

“The vachery is now in a state of no fear. Once a conflict occurs, they will find a reason to carry out 

large-scale destruction activities and even start a war! 

“When the time comes, the entire tarstein will be swept into the vortex. No one can afford to pay this 

price!” 

“So …” Zhao Yu opened his palms.”The Secret Service team took the risk to enter the valley to 

investigate, and they wouldn’t get any backup? Do we have the ability to do so? We’re not afraid of the 

vachery, can’t we just kill them?” 

“Yes,” Li Jing replied with certainty.”We can send Special Forces through tartein as backup. However, it 

would take a lot of time. 

“I’m afraid the exploration team can’t wait! Therefore, we plan to send a team into the target area to 

gather intelligence. ” 

“Then … When do we set off?” Zhao Yu asked. 



“We’ll set off tonight and enter the Nelia Valley at night,” Li Jing replied.”We’ll reach the target area 

around noon tomorrow!” 

“We … Why don’t we use a helicopter or something?” 

“The helicopters are all tartein ‘s,” Li Jing replied.”And planes are not as mobile as cars. There is a road in 

the valley. According to the information, the road is still smooth and can reach Kazakhstan!” 

“Alright then!” Zhao Yu nodded.”That’s a deal! If the Secret Service team finds anything, remember to 

inform me!” 

“No problem!” After Li Jing agreed, she briefly discussed the follow-up plan with Zhao Yu before leaving 

the exploration team’s base. 

…… 

At eleveno’ clock at night, in the Sinya Valley, where the cold wind was blowing, two Jeeps with pickup 

trucks were carefully moving forward on the bumpy road. 

Due to the long years of disrepair, the road was unusually bumpy, and coupled with driving at night, the 

car drove very slowly. 

In the two Jeeps, there were a total of seven Secret Service members, six men and one woman. 

These people were all special agents who had been active in Central Asia for a long time, and each of 

them had extraordinary skills. 

The team leader’s name was PU Jiayou. He was also a member of the Secret Service who had rendered 

Meritorious Service and had completed many special missions. 

“Captain PU,” the driver, Wu diqiu, asked PU Jiayou, who was sitting in the front passenger seat, as he 

drove carefully.”I went to the hospital to see Captain Lu (Lu Kaixuan) yesterday! You look good, you’ve 

returned with your life!” 

“Yes, I’ve read the detailed report.” PU Jiayou nodded and said,”it’s a miracle that he managed to 

survive that kind of surprise attack!” 

“Oh, really? “But …” Wu diqiu pouted and said,”why is that detective completely fine? It was the one 

called Zhao Yu! I heard that the higher-ups have specially approved him to be transferred to the Secret 

Service!” 

“Is that so?” At this moment, the female member in the back seat said elegantly,”there’s such a thing? 

Zhao Yu is a famous detective. When did secret services start recruiting people?” 

“Didn’t you guys hear?” Wu diqiu continued,”the rumors outside are quite strange. They all say that the 

detective is not simple! For example, he’s a detective, an expert in both literature and martial arts, and a 

master of unsolved cases. In short, he’s being praised so much …” 

“Hmph!” Gao ya pouted and said,”you’re exaggerating. Isn’t he just a Criminal Police officer who solved 

a case? Was it that powerful? I think he’s just lucky!” 



“Don’t say that!” Then, Captain PU Jiayou said,”I’ve read the report. Take the attack as an example. 

Almost all the terrorists at the scene were killed by Zhao Yu. If it wasn’t for him, Captain Lu would be 

dead! 

“Moreover, he was also the one who caught the kidnapped Saif and brought him back. He even chased 

him back alone! Saif brought four fully armed pickup trucks with him. Even we can’t compare to him, 

right?” 

“Hmph!” Gao ya snorted and complained,”Captain PU, you really know how to destroy your own 

prestige!” If Zhao Yu is so powerful, why doesn’t he follow us into the mountains? Do the higher-ups still 

need to send us over?” 

Du, du, du … 

Du, du, du … 

However, just as Gao ya finished her words, something knocked on the glass of the Jeep’s hood. 

They turned around and were shocked. No one had expected that a person would appear in the back of 

the car! 

Chapter 1472: revenge 

Since the special task force was traveling in disguise, they had loaded a lot of goods on the truck. 

Most of the residents living in the Neya Canyon were poor and had low productivity. Their favorite 

things were daily products such as soap, skin care products, washing powder, and some cigarettes, 

alcohol, and snacks. 

Therefore, in order to obtain information, the Secret Service team had brought a lot of similar goods 

with them. 

However, they had never expected that a person would emerge from the pile of goods. 

“I … I’m freezing to death! “Achoo …” When the Secret Service team suddenly stopped and surrounded 

the strange man in the back of the truck, the man kept sneezing. 

During this time, the Secret Service team members had their hands on their backs, ready to pull out 

their guns. 

However, at the crucial moment, the experienced and knowledgeable PU Jiayou still managed to figure 

out the trick. He immediately pointed at the unfamiliar man and asked,””No way? Speak of the Devil, 

and the devil will come! Isn’t he that … That person?” 

“Right!” The man rubbed his hands and admitted,”I am Cao Cao! Oh, no, I’m Zhao Yu! F * ck, I’m freezing 

to death. Do you have any heat packs? A cup of hot water will do too?” 

“Ah?” The other team members were all dumbfounded. The only female team member, Gao Shang, 

pointed at Zhao Yu in surprise and asked,”is this the great detective? How … How did this appear?” 

“Well … I’m going to say that the higher-ups sent me here,” Zhao Yu said helplessly.”Do you believe me? 



…… 

A minute later, Zhao Yu was sitting in the warm car with a hot water bottle in his hand. 

“Crazy, this is crazy!” At this moment, Captain Li Jing’s angry roar came from the walkie-talkie Captain 

PU Jiayou was holding.”What help? Don’t listen to his nonsense! Listen to me and come back quickly! 

Bring Zhao Yu back! Zhao Yu, you’re a complete bastard!” 

“Officer li,” PU Jiayou said awkwardly,”if we return now, all our previous efforts will be in vain! We can’t 

afford to waste another day!” 

“What, do you still want to disobey my order?” Li Jing said rudely,”I haven’t held you responsible yet! A 

living person followed your car for more than three hours and you didn’t notice at all. What kind of 

Secret Service team are you?” 

“Officer li!” PU Jiayou wanted to make up for his mistake, so he quickly said,”in order not to affect the 

mission, can I let him walk back on his own? If it doesn’t work, we’ll send a team member to follow?” 

“You must be joking!” Li Jing shouted,”do you know how important Zhao Yu’s life is? If anything happens 

to him, you and I won’t be able to bear the responsibility!” 

“I …” PU Jiayou hesitated for a moment before insisting,”we can guarantee his safety! If not, then let 

him …” 

“Shut up! This is outrageous!” Li Jing was furious.”If you can guarantee Zhao Yu’s safety, who can 

guarantee yours?” Listen to my orders, even if you have to miss a day, you have to bring Zhao Yu back!” 

“Hey, hey, hey …” At this time, Zhao Yu finally couldn’t help but bend over and say into the walkie-

talkie,”Captain li, it’s so dry, can you not be so angry?” 

“This is my personal decision. Can you not make things difficult for the Secret Service team?” 

“Zhao Yu, you still have the face to speak? are you a child? Do you think you’re making a Hollywood 

blockbuster to highlight your personal heroism?” “I’m telling you,” Li Jing scolded.”This is called ignoring 

discipline. You’re going to be punished!” Even officer Miao can’t protect you!” 

“Come on, you! What do you mean by ignoring discipline!” Zhao Yu took a sip of hot water and said 

calmly,”actually, I’ve already asked our higher-ups for instructions, but it was too late today, so I wanted 

to tell you tomorrow! 

“But I didn’t expect it to be so cold in the car! It’s already below zero, right? I couldn’t help but freeze …” 

“You, you’re still talking nonsense. Which leader did you ask for instructions from? “Who would have 

agreed to this?” Li Jing was criticizing herself when her phone suddenly rang. Someone must have called 

her. 

After a few seconds of silence, Li Jing’s voice was heard again. But this time, Li Jing’s tone was clearly not 

as irritable as before! 



“Captain PU,” Li Jing suppressed her anger and said to PU Jiayou,”I just received instructions that the 

higher-ups have agreed to Zhao Yu’s participation in your operation! So … You must ensure his safety 

and complete the mission as soon as possible!” 

“Oh … Oh …” As the situation had changed so quickly, PU Jiayou was also very surprised. He was stunned 

for a long time before he nodded and agreed,”okay!” Don’t worry, officer li, we won’t let you down!” 

“Yes, I won’t let you down!” Zhao Yu added. 

“Zhao Yu, just you wait!” Li Jing turned to Zhao Yu angrily and said,”we’ll settle this when we get back! 

I’ll remember you this time!” 

“Don’t worry!” Zhao Yu laughed without even lifting his eyelids.”I will definitely come back alive and 

make you settle the score with me. I will make you remember it even more thoroughly!” 

“Hmph!” Li Jing snorted and the walkie-talkie ended the conversation. 

Then, PU Jiayou first looked at Zhao Yu with a frown, then snapped his fingers at his subordinate. The 

group finally understood. They returned to their respective cars and drove off, continuing to drive 

deeper into the Nelia Valley. 

“Detective Zhao, I’ve long heard of your great name. I’ve long wanted to meet you!” After the car 

started moving, PU Jiayou, who was sitting in the front passenger seat, turned around and said to Zhao 

Yu with a smile,”I didn’t expect our first meeting to be so dramatic!” 

“Nice to meet you, nice to meet you!” Zhao Yu took the initiative to reach out and shake PU Jiayou’s 

hand. He said politely,”I’ll have to trouble Captain PU to take care of me for this mission! 

“To tell you the truth, I’m not trying to show off, but I’m being entrusted with this and I really have no 

choice! I didn’t expect that you would be beaten up by a bear. I hope Captain PU can forgive me!” 

“Hmph!” However, even though PU Jiayou didn’t say anything, Gao Shang, who was standing beside 

him, couldn’t bear to listen to him anymore. He snorted coldly and said in a bad mood,”you make it 

sound so easy. I’ve never seen such a thick-skinned guy before!” 

“Thank you for the compliment, thank you for the compliment!” Zhao Yu thanked her without changing 

his expression, then looked at Gao ya pervertedly and said,”if I had known that there would be beautiful 

women in the car, I wouldn’t have frozen in the bucket. 

“Aiya,” Zhao Yu shook his hips, deliberately moved closer, and sighed leisurely,”this position is really 

good!” 

“You!” Gao ya pouted and cursed,”why don’t you freeze to death?!” 

“Little Gao!” PU Jiayou stopped Gao Shang, then smiled at Zhao Yu and said,”detective Zhao, don’t 

blame yourself. I’m more than happy to be able to go on a mission with the famous Zhao Yu. I hope I can 

learn more from you!” 

“Hehe, learn from each other, learn from each other!” Zhao Yu cupped his fists. 

“Hmph!” 



But Gao ya was even more displeased. She snorted again and turned away, ignoring Zhao Yu. 

Chapter 1473: Why didn’t you scold him? 

In fact, what Zhao Yu said was true. The reason why he insisted on joining the operation was not 

because he wanted to be a hero, but because he had no other choice. 

This was because, according to the hexagram, the trip to the Boneya Valley would be extremely 

dangerous. The mutated Qiankun hexagram was not a joke. It was possible that the danger this time 

was even greater than that of the wondrous trace Island. 

So, Zhao Yu could have said “No.” As long as he followed Li Jing’s suggestion and stayed in the base to 

command from a distance, he could at least be safe. 

However, if he did that, he would not only be delaying the points and items he had wagered, but also 

the Secret Service team members who had risked their lives to enter the Hayla Valley! 

According to Zhao Yu’s analysis, if his guess was correct, the key to the change of heaven and earth 

hexagram should be in the Shiya Valley. 

If the Secret Service team entered, they were likely to encounter a major event represented by the 

hexagram. In that case, if he didn’t go, not only would the Secret Service team be in danger, but he 

would also miss the key clues to find the exploration team. The loss was too great! 

Hence, before he came, Zhao Yu had a mental struggle. 

In the end, he decided that he had to follow the special task force into the mountains. Even though he 

was not as experienced as the Secret Service team, he still had a lot of powerful self-defense tools. 

Just like the terrorist attack last time, if they encountered any danger, he might be able to help the 

special task force members. 

So, after making up his mind, he immediately contacted his father-in-law, Miao kun, and asked him to 

help mediate with the higher-ups so that he could join the operation. 

Of course, after Miao kun found out about the situation, he was even tougher than Li Jing. He firmly 

rejected Zhao Yu’s application. 

In the end, Zhao Yu threatened to reveal the scandal between him and Juliet, so he was forced to give in. 

As it would take time for the application to be approved, Zhao Yu could only make the first move and 

hide under the goods in the back of the car. 

However, he knew that the Secret Service team was full of experts. If he entered rashly, he would 

definitely be discovered. He had no choice but to use an invisibility cloak to completely hide from the 

eyes of the special task force members. 

But … His only mistake was that he had neglected the temperature in the kneya Valley. After the car 

entered the mountain, he felt as if he was lying in an ice cellar, and was about to freeze into a popsicle. 

He gritted his teeth and endured for more than three hours. When he couldn’t stand the cold anymore, 

he knocked on the window for help, and the previous scene happened. 



Fortunately, Miao kun’s call came in time. Otherwise, the flustered and exasperated Captain Li Jing 

would have definitely asked the Secret Service team to send him back … 

At that moment, after Zhao Yu drank the hot water, he finally felt much warmer. 

He exchanged a few more pleasantries with Captain PU Jiayou, but when he realized that the other 

party didn’t really like to talk to him, he could only sensibly put his hands into the sleeves of his down 

jacket, fall back into the back of his seat, and close his eyes to rest. 

He knew in his heart that although this Captain PU seemed to be very polite to him, he was definitely 

holding back his anger! 

Prior to this, he had already dealt with many Secret Service agents and understood that their pride was 

innate and they would never easily admire anyone. 

Take Gao Shang, the female team member with a beauty mole on her cheek, for example. She had been 

squinting at him. From her eyes, he could tell that she was not only unconvinced, but also full of 

hostility! 

However, Zhao Yu had always been arrogant, so he didn’t care. The only thing he was concerned about 

now was whether his choice was correct. Could they really find the whereabouts of the exploration 

team in the Neya Valley? 

…… 

The deeper they went into the valley, the more rugged and bumpier the road became. 

When the railway on the right disappeared, all they could see was a dark and desolate scene. It was as if 

they had suddenly been isolated from the world, and there were no signs of civilization. 

Soon, the old road disappeared as well. The two Jeeps drove into the desolate Valley and continued 

forward along the hard ground. 

Because she was so horny, Zhao Yu wanted to sleep for a while, but it became a luxury. 

Other than the unusual bumps, the special task force did not drive all the way. Instead, they would stop 

every few hours and use some electronic instruments and equipment to measure the surrounding 

environment. 

Zhao Yu looked at them for a long time, but he couldn’t understand what they were measuring. 

Just like that, the car drove for the entire night. At dawn, they finally stopped at a place with a pile of 

rocks and began to prepare breakfast … 

“AI!” Captain PU looked at his laptop and said,”we’ve been driving for an entire night and we’ve only 

driven 100 kilometers!” 

“Yeah,” the driver, Wu diqiu, said.”If there was a highway, we could get there in an hour!” 

“I heard that no one has been here for many years,” a Secret Service agent wearing a black down jacket 

said.”I don’t know if we can still walk through it.” 



“I’m not worried about the road,” Wu diqiu said.”After all, the Nelia Valley is the National border. I’m 

just afraid that a team of soldiers with submachine guns will appear! 

“When the time comes, it’s not appropriate to beat or not beat up those who want money from you!” 

“What are you talking about?” Gao ya slapped Wu diqiu and pouted.”What do you mean you want 

money and people? Are you talking about me?” 

“Yeah, you’re so handsome!” Wu diqiu laughed out loud.”Which Bandit wouldn’t want to kidnap you 

and take you to the mountain to be his wife when they see you?” 

“Go to hell!” Gao ya quickly tripped Wu diqiu and made everyone laugh. 

“Don’t lower your guard!” Although PU Jiayou had a smile on his face, he did not lose his seriousness. He 

used his binoculars to look around and instructed,”even though the border guards can’t stay in such a 

desolate place! 

“But it’s hard to guarantee that nothing will go wrong. If we really encounter them, we can only act 

according to the situation! “I’ll remind you again.” PU Jiayou looked at the crowd.”Put on all your 

bulletproof vests. No one is allowed to … Um …” 

Then, he saw Zhao Yu and immediately said to a handsome young man, Guanying, get a bulletproof vest 

for detective Zhao!”He said. 

“Oh, sure …” Guan Ying put down his breakfast box and walked to the car, saying sarcastically,”a great 

detective’s life is very precious. Do you want to wear two clothes?” 

His words immediately caused the others to burst into laughter. 

“Why don’t you give me three!” However, Zhao Yu stretched out three fingers and said,”it’s too cold. It’s 

good to get some warmth!” 

Zhao Yu’s words changed the atmosphere. 

The Secret Service team members all looked at Zhao Yu, their eyes full of hostility. 

“Hehe, you’re good at joking, detective Zhao!” PU Jiayou hurried to smooth things over. He said to 

Guanying,”one piece is enough. Don’t dawdle. Go!” 

Seeing the captain’s order, Guan Ying reluctantly took out a bullet proof suit from the car and handed it 

to Zhao Yu. 

Just as Zhao Yu was putting on the bulletproof vest, Gao ya pulled PU Jiayou behind a huge rock and 

complained in a low voice,” 

“Captain, what’s wrong? Why was he always so polite to that arrogant guy? Did you forget that he was 

the one who caused us to be criticized by chief li? 

“What detective, what divine detective, he’s just a burden!” Gao ya stomped her feet in anger.”I can’t 

take it if I don’t teach him a lesson!” 



“Hehe!” Unexpectedly, after hearing this, PU Jiayou smiled and said,”Gaoya, you’ve been with me for so 

long. Why haven’t you improved at all? 

“Can’t you see that Zhao Yu is not someone you can mess with?” 

Chapter 1474: -two different people 

“Why?” Gao ya didn’t understand. She looked at PU Jiayou in surprise and asked,”why can’t we provoke 

him?” 

After she asked, Gao ya suddenly saw PU Jiayou raise two fingers at her. 

“First of all,” Captain PU said,”officer li is right. We had so many people, but we didn’t notice that there 

was an extra person in the container. What does this mean? Can ordinary people do that?” 

“Um … This … This …” Gao ya was speechless. 

“For Zhao Yu to be able to sneak into our car without a sound,” PU Jiayou said seriously,”this shows that 

the rumors outside are not just rumors. Zhao Yu is really capable!” 

“Hmm …” Gao ya frowned and asked,”what about the second one?” 

“Secondly,” PU Jiayou continued,”during the call, officer Li’s attitude was so firm, but why did he agree 

to it later?” 

“Yes …” Gao Shang replied,”she received an order from her superior?” “Oh …” The female team member 

looked at PU Jiayou’s expression and suddenly understood.”You’re saying that he has a backer?” 

“Right!” PU Jiayou nodded.”And it’s not an ordinary background! Do you think it’ll be beneficial for us to 

offend someone who’s capable and has a strong backing?” 

“Oh … I see …” Gao ya finally understood Captain PU’s meaning and couldn’t help but look embarrassed. 

“Have you forgotten the three criteria for Secret Service missions? “Keep a low profile, keep a low 

profile, keep a low profile …” PU Jiayou lectured.”Towards a famous person like Zhao Yu, not only can 

we not act on our own will, but we also have to give him enough face!” 

“Really … Such a burden …” Gao ya was still unconvinced.”It will greatly limit our movements! The 

mission is already very difficult to complete, so why do you have to protect him?” 

“Hehe …” PU Jiayou smiled and turned to look at Zhao Yu through a crack in the stone. When he saw 

Zhao Yu putting on his bulletproof vest, he pulled Gao ya to his ear and whispered,”I remember you 

used to work for Captain Xiao hang, right?” 

“Yeah!” Gao ya was puzzled.”What’s wrong?” 

“Xiao hang and I were in the same batch,” PU Jiayou said.”Let me tell you a secret. Xiao hang was the 

best fighter in our batch!” 

“What kind of secret is this?” Gao ya shook her head.”Everyone in the Secret Service knows that he’s at 

least in the top three!” 



“But,” PU Jiayou smiled,”I heard that Xiao hang and his three men were beaten up by one person in a 

four-on-one fight!” 

“Impossible!” Gao ya shook her head,”leader Xiao, I’m … Um … Wait,” she suddenly reacted and pointed 

at Shi TOU,”you’re not trying to say that the person … Is … Is Zhao Yu, right?” 

Seeing PU Jiayou nod, Gao ya gulped. Cold sweat broke out on her smooth forehead, and her eyes were 

filled with disbelief … 

Ten minutes later, the team members had finished their breakfast and were cleaning up the wreckage, 

ready to set off. 

“Captain PU,” Zhao Yu suddenly pointed to an electronic device and asked curiously,”what is this thing 

for? I saw you guys walking and stopping last night. What were you measuring?” 

“Oh …” Before PU Jiayou could say anything, Gao Shang suddenly answered,”it’s used to measure the 

atmospheric environment! 

“Here …” She moved the instrument in front of Zhao Yu and explained,”we measure the atmospheric 

environment to speculate the direction of the hot air balloon! “You see …” She pointed at the mountains 

on both sides of the valley.”These mountains are all more than 150 meters high. Above the mountains is 

strong convection air from the Himalayas, so the hot air balloon can’t fly that high! 

“If the robbers really went through the Nelia Valley to vaklia, they would have to keep going along the 

valley …” 

“Oh … Oh …” Zhao Yu looked at the female Secret Service agent with the beauty mark in surprise. He 

didn’t understand why her attitude was so different from before. 

“And …” Gao ya turned on the device and continued to explain to Zhao Yu,”based on our observation 

yesterday, due to the air convection above the valley, there will be a subsided wind in the valley! 

“This wind is blowing in the southwest direction, so …” Gao Shang said seriously,”your previous 

speculation is likely to be correct. If hot air balloons are really used, then this Valley can be called a hot 

air balloon highway!” 

“It will only take us a bit more than 3 hours to fly to a place where people live!” 

“It shouldn’t be that far …” Zhao Yu looked at the 3D image of the valley on the device’s display and 

analyzed,”the robbers were carrying out a kidnapping. I think they are very likely to have made 

preparations in the valley to transfer the people before the hot air balloon reached their residence!” 

“Hmm…Yes, that’s possible!” Gao ya nodded. 

“That’s 12 people, after all. Can we further narrow down the scope?” Zhao Yu pointed at the map and 

asked,”do you know which exits and forks are in the valley?” 

“According to the current data, there aren’t any exits, and there are very few forks!” “Even if there is a 

fork, it’s an uninhabited mountain area leading to the Nelia Valley,” Gao Shang replied patiently and 

positively.”It’s all barren and barren … 



“The robbers would not have gone to such a deserted place with hostages! And … The turning function 

of the hot air balloon is very bad. If it turns into a fork, it will increase the risk of hitting the cliff!” 

“So …” Zhao Yu tried to ask,”your plan is …” 

He had thought that Gao ya wouldn’t answer him easily, but she answered him without hesitation. 

“Here!” Gao ya pointed to a place on the map and said,”there’s a Valley town here, located in vakries. 

We plan to go there first to gather intelligence and see what they say!” 

“Oh … Then … How far away is it?” Zhao Yu asked again. 

“Thirty-five kilometers,” gaudy replied.”If the road is smooth, we will arrive at noon!” 

“That long?” Zhao Yu frowned.”Only 35 kilometers …” 

“Yes,” Gao ya spread out her hands.”This was calculated according to our driving speed last night! But 

considering that we’ll be driving during the day, maybe we can arrive an hour earlier?” 

“Alright, I understand!” Zhao Yu nodded and said,”this plan is indeed the most feasible one at the 

moment!” 

“Sigh, the plan is still the plan,” Gao ya put away the equipment, bit her lip, and sighed.”But I still don’t 

understand why. The two sides were so far apart. Why would the vakorian take the risk to kidnap a 

China exploration team in tartein? 

“We’re still using hot air balloons?” Gao ya spread out her hands and asked,”this doesn’t make sense.” 

“Right, I don’t understand either!” Zhao Yu’s words seemed to have two meanings. He couldn’t figure 

out the criminal’s purpose, and he couldn’t understand why the female team member would suddenly 

cooperate with him. 

Could it be that I, Detective Zhao, am so handsome that she has been conquered by my charm? 

Chapter 1475: unnamed town 

  

Gao ya’s estimation was right. At 10:00 pm, the special task force’s vehicles found man-made roads in 

the valley, as well as a lot of garbage. 

It meant that they were very close to the town in the valley. 

After they arrived, the Jeep drove even more cautiously. The special Agent team members in the Jeep 

were carefully observing the surrounding environment. 

Of course, Zhao Yu not only turned on the invisible detector early in the morning, but also used his 

points to enhance it and expand the detection range. 

“Eh? That’s not right?” Guan Ying’s confused voice came from the walkie-talkie.”We should’ve seen at 

least a few people here, right?” Where is he?” 



“That’s right,” Wu diqiu, who was driving, said to PU Jiayou,”Captain, let’s use the drone to Scout the 

area?” 

“En …” PU Jiayou pondered for a moment and nodded in agreement.”Alright, prepare the drone!” 

At PU Jiayou’s command, two cars stopped by the side of the road. The team members quickly got out 

of the cars and started to prepare the drones … 

Zhao Yu also got out of the car. The temperature difference between day and night in the valley was 

huge. At this moment, the sun was shining, and the temperature rose sharply, making Zhao Yu feel a 

little stuffy. 

He stopped to observe the environment, and his mood could not help but become more complicated. 

All kinds of household garbage were scattered on the roadside, and there were very few trees around. 

Although there were many places with weeds, the color of the weeds was yellow, giving people a sense 

of desolation. 

The ditch beside the road was filled with a foul smell. He took a few steps forward and looked down at 

the ditch, only to see that the ditch was full of rotten mud. There was an animal corpse lying by the 

ditch, but because it had been too long, only bones were left. 

From the shape of the bones, it should be a yak … 

Tsk tsk … 

This place … Was too vile, wasn’t it? What kind of people could live here? 

“I see it, I see it!” At this moment, not long after the drone was released, the Secret Service agent 

named Guan Ying sent back a message.”The village is about 100 meters ahead. There’s really no one 

here … Captain, look …” 

PU Jiayou looked at the video sent back by the drone. Indeed, he saw a desolate and dilapidated scene. 

The entire village was deathly silent. Whether it was the roads or the houses, they were all covered in a 

thick layer of yellow dust … 

“Tsk tsk …” PU Jiayou frowned slightly and said,”it seems that this small town has been abandoned for a 

long time! I don’t know if it’s because of the war or the deterioration of the environment …” 

“If there’s no one, it won’t be easy to find!” Gao ya shook her head in disappointment. 

“No matter what, I have to go in and take a look!” Seeing that the town was already in sight, PU Jiayou 

naturally couldn’t miss it. He immediately assigned tasks to his team members.”Guanying, expand the 

range of the drone’s detection. Gao ya, Kong Shuo, you two stay here with Guanying and wait for my 

orders! 

“Everyone else, bring your equipment. We’re going in to take a look! “Mm …” After giving the order, he 

saw Zhao Yu and quickly asked,”detective Zhao, you mean …” 

“What do you think?” Zhao Yu dusted his clothes and said,”of course I have to go in! Just because 

there’s no one doesn’t mean we can’t find any clues!” 



“Alright!” 

PU Jiayou gave one of his men a look, and the man immediately stood behind Zhao Yu. 

Zhao Yu understood that Captain PU was sending people to protect him. He had wanted to say a few 

more words and tell them that they didn’t need to take care of him, but on second thought, it was more 

important to find the whereabouts of the exploration team. There was no need to be pretentious. 

So, after some slight adjustments, PU Jiayou led Zhao Yu and the others to the nameless town ahead. 

As this was not a Special Forces mission, they did not carry any guns. They lined up in a specific 

formation like soldiers and entered the town while hiding their traces. 

They were all merchants who came to do business, so it was more natural for them to walk. 

However, no one knew what was going on in the town. Everyone quietly pressed their holsters and was 

ready at all times … 

The unnamed town was located at the foot of the mountain to the South. Looking into the distance, one 

could see a Canyon between the mountains that led to the Inland. 

It was obvious that through this town, the people could enter the hinterlands of Vakra from the Nelia 

Valley. On the whole, the town was more like a relay station in the valley! 

Before long, the team entered the town. The buildings in the town were low and behind, and they were 

made of a variety of materials. There were brick houses, wooden houses, thatched houses, and even 

tents covered in mud, which could only be seen in primitive tribes. 

Zhao Yu looked at everything in front of him and quickly made up his mind. From the thickness of the 

dust, he could tell that the town had been abandoned for at least a year. 

Moreover, he observed the dried-up Wells and some vegetable fields overgrown with weeds. From this, 

he estimated that the town’s wasteland was likely related to the lack of resources and the deterioration 

of the environment. 

In addition, he also noticed that although the town was deserted, every house was well-preserved, and 

every room was empty, which meant that the residents had a plan to evacuate. 

If it had been a war, it shouldn’t have been like this. 

“Tsk tsk …” The area of the town was not big. After checking more than half of the town, Captain PU 

Jiayou said to Zhao Yu,”detective Zhao, we’ve encountered a difficult problem! 

“There …” He pointed in the direction of the inner part of vachery, and then pointed to the Shiya Valley 

on the other side, and said,”should we go to the inner part of vachery, or continue to look for clues 

along the valley? 

“The vachery region. Although it’s very dangerous, at least we can find some living people to gather 

information!” Captain PU said,”however, if we continue to advance along the valley, I’m afraid that our 

supplies will run into problems!” 



“No, don’t worry,” Zhao Yu said, as he carefully observed the ground of the town.”Did you see that 

there were fresh tire marks on the road we just came from? 

“Here …” Zhao Yu bent down and squatted on the ground, then pointed to the traces on the ground and 

said,”these traces are fresh, which means … There were vehicles here in a short time!” 

“Oh?” Hearing Zhao Yu’s words, the team members “eyes lit up, as if they had seen hope. One of the 

team members couldn’t help but ask,”could it be related to the exploration team and the hot air 

balloon?” 

“I’m not sure,” Zhao Yu said.”I can only tell that the car was driven in from outside the town, and there 

are no signs of reverse …” 

“Oh?” PU Jiayou immediately knelt on the ground, looked at the tire marks, and said,”looking at these 

marks, the car should have driven into the inner part of vachelia, right? So …” 

“Wait …” Zhao Yu bent down and looked around. He found a row of unusual things on a pillar of a 

wooden house. 

“What’s that? It’s a bullet, right?” One of the Secret Service agents noticed the problem and 

immediately pulled out a knife to pull the bullet out of the wooden pillar. 

Next to the bullet, there were more identical bullets embedded. 

“Is this … An AK?” Zhao Yu asked,”the terrorists used it?” 

“No!” The experienced PU Jiayou recognized it at a glance.”These are bullets from an AM17 short rifle! 

This model … Should be the latest! 

“This …” After seeing the bullet, PU Jiayou’s expression changed slightly, revealing an obvious look of 

worry. 

“What’s wrong? Is there a problem with the bullet?” Zhao Yu asked. 

“It’s the regular army!” PU Jiayou said worriedly,”the AM17 just came out not long ago. It’s impossible 

for it to reach valkries so quickly! 

“Oh my God!” Captain PU clenched his fist and said,”could it be that the disappearance of the 

exploration team was an international conspiracy?!” 

Chapter 1476: The car that disappeared 

  

“There’s more here!” 

A secret Service member found another shooting mark not far from the wooden house, and everyone 

rushed over to check. 

“There’s some here too, it’s a shell …” 

Another Secret Service agent picked up the bullet shell from the ground and brought it over for PU 

Jiayou to check. 



“This should be an old AK-47. It’s a common weapon in this area.” PU Jiayou furrowed his brows.”It 

seems like a gunfight happened here! 

“Why?” He looked puzzled.”Did the International Group have a gunfight with the locals?” 

“Captain,” Wu diqiu quickly asked,”the International agents and regular army you mentioned, could 

they be mercenaries?” They kidnapped our exploration team members, are they trying to provoke a 

dispute between valkries and tartein? Who’s so bold?” 

“I don’t think so!” Zhao Yu suddenly said, then pointed to the row of bullets on the wooden pillar and 

said,”these bullets are a little out of place! There’s no blood on the ground, which means he didn’t hit 

anyone. If he’s an expert, he wouldn’t have shot like that!” 

Zhao Yu’s analysis was reasonable, and it suddenly attracted the attention of all the Secret Service team 

members. 

“Then …” PU Jiayou hurriedly said,”let’s look around again and see if there are any other discoveries?” 

At his command, everyone immediately split into two groups and entered the depths of the nameless 

town. Due to the change in the situation, the team members also took out their pistols and were ready 

at all times. 

“The car is a little out of control …” 

Zhao Yu followed the tire tracks and turned to the right side of the town. He quickly made a new 

discovery. 

In a narrow alley, there was a messy scene. A row of wooden shelves had collapsed on the ground, and a 

pile of debris was scattered on the ground. 

“The car hit the wooden beam and broke it …” Zhao Yu looked around in the ruins and quickly found the 

scattered car windows and a Car Rearview Mirror. 

“This mirror …” PU Jiayou estimated.”It should be a black off-road car. It seems … To be a more common 

model in yelmaz …” 

“If they’re from yelmaz,” Wu diqiu’s eyes lit up,”they must be related to the exploration team?” Did they 

have an internal conflict?” 

PU Jiayou and Zhao Yu didn’t say anything. After the two of them carefully surveyed the scene, they 

quickly came to the same conclusion. 

“The car was overturned here! “The bullet also hit the chassis of the car, leaving traces of oil on the 

ground …” Zhao Yu said.”But, there is still no blood …” 

“These traces are very fresh,” PU Jiayou added.”It should have happened a few days ago, at least less 

than a week ago!” 

“Since it’s a roll …” Wu diqiu looked around.”Where’s the car?” Where did he go? Have you fixed it?” 

“Strange!” At this time, Zhao Yu had already looked around the scene, but he couldn’t find any traces of 

the car leaving.”Why isn’t there any trace of it being towed away?” 



“Ah? The car … Disappeared into thin air?” Wu diqiu was dumbfounded. 

“This …” Zhao Yu carefully observed the scene, and his mind was spinning quickly.”Unless … Someone 

covered up the traces …” 

“Cover their tracks?” Wu diqiu was puzzled.”Why?” 

“My ears aren’t very good,” Zhao Yu said, pinching his ears.”Please speak louder when you talk to me in 

the future! I feel that just because we didn’t find any blood, it doesn’t mean that there are no casualties. 

Someone must have consciously wiped away the blood!” 

“And we didn’t find the car,” PU Jiayou echoed,”is it also because someone covered up the traces?!” 

“This … This doesn’t make sense.” Wu diqiu was completely confused.”Since you’re covering up your 

tracks, why don’t you remove all the tires and bullets outside? Wasn’t it a little rough? What happened 

here?” 

Right … 

Wu diqiu’s words suddenly reminded Zhao Yu. Zhao Yu immediately turned on his footprint identifier 

and began to observe his surroundings carefully. 

As a result, he quickly found some less obvious footprints on the side of the collapsed wooden shed. 

Those footprints had obviously been dealt with by someone, and it was difficult to distinguish them with 

the naked eye. 

This meant that … 

Zhao Yu thought that the car might have been towed away from here. After the car was towed away, 

someone deliberately erased the tire marks and some footprints. 

Then … 

Zhao Yu didn’t think much about it, but immediately followed the traces deeper into the town. PU 

Jiayou and Wu diqiu saw this and quickly followed Zhao Yu. 

This time, Zhao Yu finally had a new discovery. When he tracked the trail to the side of the town near 

the mountains, he found that the trail had disappeared from a ravine. 

When he came to the ravine and looked down, he saw that there was a pile of miscellaneous things like 

thatched grass and wooden boards at the bottom of the ravine, which was more than ten meters deep. 

“Oh …” Zhao Yu understood and immediately told PU Jiayou and the others,”if I’m not wrong, the car is 

down there! In order to prevent others from finding the car, someone pushed the car down the ravine 

and covered it with a thatch. In the end, they even erased the traces!” 

“This is …” PU Jiayou pondered for a moment.”Someone doesn’t want the car to be discovered!” 

“Let’s recall. There was a gunfight in the town, and two groups of people fought!” Zhao Yu said,”after 

the fight, the winning group deliberately erased their traces. What could be the reason?” 



“Wait a minute …” PU Jiayou, who had been observing carefully, suddenly noticed something. He stuck 

his head out and sniffed the bottom of the ravine. He said doubtfully,”this smell … Something’s wrong!” 

Why is it so smelly?” 

Giggle! 

Hearing this, Zhao Yu was shocked. He quickly turned on an invisible x-ray vision device and looked 

down the ravine. 

As a result, his head buzzed and he almost fainted. 

A dead man! 

Under the cover of the grass and wooden boards, there was not only one car, but three black off-road 

vehicles. Besides the cars, there were also many dead people! 

At first glance, Zhao Yu couldn’t even see the number of dead people, nor could he count them! 

No… No, no, no… 

Zhao Yu lay on the ground and used an invisible telescope to look at the dead people carefully. 

When he looked at it again, he felt a little better. That was because he realized that the dead people 

were dressed the same as the locals. They were not in the uniform of the exploration team. 

Looking at the faces of the dead, many of them had full beards and were locals with high noses. 

Hu … 

Zhao Yu was panting. Although he had confirmed that the deceased was not a member of the 

exploration team, he was still frightened and his face turned pale. 

“Is there … A dead person!?” At this moment, PU Jiayou and the others had also noticed something. Wu 

diqiu suggested,”why don’t we go down and take a look?” 

Just as Wu diqiu’s voice fell, a clear gunshot suddenly came from the foot of the mountain! 

Pa … 

The sound of gunfire immediately reverberated throughout the valley. 

“Captain!” In the next second, PU Jiayou’s walkie-talkie was suddenly filled with Guan Ying’s urgent 

voice.”The drone has been shot down! There’s a situation!” 

However, as soon as Guan Ying said that, a second gunshot was heard at the foot of the mountain. 

Then, Guan Ying’s call was cut off … 

“Guanying, Guanying! Reply!” PU Jiayou was shocked. 

“Captain,” another team member’s voice came from the walkie-talkie,”we might be attacked at the foot 

of the mountain. Guanying and the others are in danger!” 



“Hurry up!” PU Jiayou immediately rushed down the mountain without a care.”Hurry up and go down to 

help …” 

Chapter 1477: Where is Zhao Yu? 

  

The attack came too suddenly, catching the special task force members off guard. 

PU Jiayou immediately led his team members down the mountain. When they got close to where he 

parked his car, there were already loud gunshots down the mountain, and another intense gunfight had 

broken out. 

There were only Guan Ying, Gao ya, and Kong Shuo at the foot of the mountain. It was obvious that they 

had run into the enemy. 

No matter how many times PU Jiayou called out, there was no response from the three of them. This 

undoubtedly made the Secret Service Captain even more worried. 

He quickly made a few hand gestures to his team members, and they immediately spread out to 

surround the target. 

Creak … 

Wuuu … 

Just as the team members surrounded him, PU Jiayou suddenly realized that a Jeep had suddenly rushed 

out from the foot of the mountain and was heading straight for him! 

Eh? 

PU Jiayou’s eyes were sharp, and he recognized the car at a glance. It was one of the Jeeps he had 

brought with him, and the driver in the driver’s seat was not one of his own! 

It happened so suddenly that PU Jiayou raised his arm without hesitation and fired at the car. 

However, the Jeeps they had brought along this time were all made of specially-made bulletproof glass. 

A few shots only caused patterns to appear on the glass, but they were unable to hurt the enemies 

inside the Jeeps! 

Wuuu … 

The Jeep roared and headed straight for PU Jiayou. Fortunately, Captain PU was agile and rolled to the 

side. 

Wuuu … 

The Jeep whizzed past his body and went straight into the depths of the valley … 

“Damn it!” 

PU Jiayou tried to shoot at the Jeep’s tire, but the car was too far away and he missed. 

Captain, Guanying was shot!” 



Captain PU wanted to get up and give chase, but he suddenly heard Kong Shuo’s voice from the walkie-

talkie. Helplessly, he could only give up on the Jeep and run back to the place where he had parked. 

When he arrived, he was shocked to see that there was only one Jeep left at the scene, but both of the 

tires of the Jeep were deflated! 

At this moment, Wu diqiu was already in position. He and Kong Shuo were bent over, checking on the 

situation of one of their team members who had fallen to the ground. 

“How is it?” PU Jiayou quickly ran over and saw that the member on the ground was Guan Ying, who had 

been in charge of operating the drone. 

“There’s a sniper!” At this moment, Kong Shuo quickly reported to Captain PU,”it’s too sudden. 

Guanying was operating a drone when he was shot by a sniper!” 

“Cough, cough … Cough, cough …” Guan Ying coughed hard on the ground, blood flowing out of his 

mouth. 

“Hurry up!” PU Jiayou immediately ordered,”hurry up and examine his injuries!” After giving the order, 

PU Jiayou looked around and asked Kong Shuo,”where’s Gao Shang?” 

“Captain,” Kong Shuo quickly reported,”after Guanying was shot by a sniper, Gao ya asked me to cover 

her and went to find a sniper! 

“But as soon as she left, two more enemies rushed out from behind the rock and attacked Guanying and 

me. They also took our car!” 

“Captain, Captain …” At this time, another team came from the outside and reported to Captain PU,”we 

have checked the surroundings. There are no enemies!” 

“En!” PU Jiayou furrowed his brows and immediately ordered,”di Qiu, you and Yang Feng will chase after 

the enemy! Tang Long will stay here and take care of Guanying! Kong Shuo, come with me to receive 

Gao ya!” 

“Yes!” Just as Kong Shuo agreed, he suddenly recalled something and said dejectedly,”but the tires have 

been blown up by the enemy!” 

“What?” PU Jiayou lowered his head and only then did he remember that the car’s two tires were both 

flat. 

If only one was deflated, perhaps he could replace it with a spare tire. However, with both damaged, 

there was no other way. 

“Dammit! You should die!” “F * ck!” Captain PU cursed again, then suddenly remembered another 

important thing.”Wait … That detective … Zhao … Zhao Yu?” 

Eh? 

When Captain PU asked this, the others then remembered that there was a person called Zhao Yu. 

However, they looked at each other and didn’t see Zhao Yu. 



…… 

At the same time, a different scene was taking place in the Jeep that had been robbed. 

The driver was a white man with blond hair. He drove nervously while pressing on a bearded man in the 

front passenger seat. 

At this moment, the front passenger seat was covered in blood. It turned out that the bearded man had 

been shot in the chest. His artery might have been injured, and the blood was flowing non-stop. He was 

in a bad situation. 

“Sh * t!” 

The white man cursed loudly as he drove the car to a rock on the north side of the road. That was 

because he had a sniper-wielding companion who was hiding behind the rock. 

Creak … 

The car stopped under the rock, and the white man immediately honked. The next second, a person 

jumped down from the two-meter-High Rock. 

The man nimbly opened the door and scurried into the back seat of the car. 

The white man quickly changed gears and prepared to drive away. 

However, with the sound of a bolt, he suddenly realized that the man who had just gotten into the car 

was not the companion he was waiting for, but a black-haired, yellow-skinned stranger! 

“Sh * t!” 

He cursed and was about to pull out his gun, but the back of his head was already pressed against the 

barrel of the other party’s gun. He had to give up what he was doing and obediently raise his hands. 

Huchi … Huchi …” 

At this moment, the bearded man in the front passenger seat could no longer hold on. After panting 

weakly a few times, he no longer moved … 

That’s right, the man who had suddenly appeared was none other than Zhao Yu! 

It turned out that, when gunshots were heard at the foot of the mountain, Zhao Yu didn’t rush down the 

mountain with PU Jiayou and the others to help. 

Instead, he first used his invisible drone to take a clear look at the scene. 

As the saying goes, know yourself and know your enemy, and you will win every battle. If you want to 

defeat the enemy, you must at least know what happened first. 

No one could see the invisible drone, so Zhao Yu quickly saw what was going on. 

There were only three criminals in total. One of them was on the rock to the North, using a sniper rifle 

to cover. 

The other two rushed to the Jeeps and attacked them at close range, snatching one of the cars. 



Zhao Yu, of course, knew that the sniper was the biggest threat, so he immediately rushed to the rock 

where the sniper was. 

With the help of the invisible drone, Zhao Yu dug through the grass and rocks all the way without letting 

the sniper find him. 

When he was close enough, he used an invisible spring launcher and jumped onto the rock, suddenly 

appearing in front of the sniper. 

However, something that was not part of Zhao Yu’s plan was that, even though he had already pointed 

his gun at the sniper, the sniper still took out his pistol and tried to resist. 

Zhao Yu had no choice but to shoot him! 

In the end, when the sniper was shot, he fell head first off a rock, and his head splattered … 

Just then, the white man drove over to pick him up, so Zhao Yu had no choice but to beat him at his own 

game. He jumped off the rock and got into the car, which led to the scene just now. 

“Ivanov, Ivanov … No! “No, no, no… However, when the white man saw that his companion in the front 

passenger seat was dead, he ignored the threat of Zhao Yu’s gun and reached out to pull his companion. 

“Hey! Don’t move! Stop!”Zhao Yu shouted, obviously hesitating. 

He knew that the sniper was already dead. If he were to shoot the white man to death now, there would 

be no one left alive! 

The exploration team’s whereabouts were unknown, so he could not shoot rashly. 

Zhao Yu’s hesitation gave the white man hope. He immediately grabbed Zhao Yu’s wrist and pressed it 

against the seat, then started to fight with Zhao Yu. 

Damn it! 

At that moment, Zhao Yu wanted to give him a heavy punch. 

However, the sound of bullets suddenly came from outside the car, and the window of the driver seat 

was shattered by the bullets. 

Then, as a black shadow attacked, the car window shattered and the white man was hit by someone’s 

fist! 

A fist with broken glass smashed heavily on the man’s face, causing his face to be covered in blood. 

Zhao Yu took this opportunity to snatch the gun back, then stretched out his arm and strangled the 

man’s neck! 

Bang! 

The car door opened, and an angry Gao ya appeared outside. Upon seeing the situation in the car, Gao 

ya did not say anything and gave the white man another heavy punch in the face, knocking him out … 

Chapter 1478: A unique opening 



   

Half an hour later, on the roadside outside the nameless town. 

“Captain,” Wu diqiu reported to PU Jiayou,”the cars have been repaired. The spare tires of both cars 

have been used. We can’t afford to have any more problems with our tires!” 

“Mm …” PU Jiayou turned to Zhao Yu and said,”I didn’t misjudge you. Detective Zhao is indeed the 

legendary master of both literature and martial arts. In that situation just now, you were actually able to 

block them first. You’re really amazing!” 

“Yeah,” Wu diqiu agreed.”Didn’t detective Zhao say that he had bad hearing? How did you know that 

the enemy had a sniper, and even determine the sniper’s position?” 

“Hehe…Hehe …” Zhao Yu had not thought about this before, so after laughing, he started to act 

cool.”Well, this might be a kind of talent!” He said. 

Gulp … 

Wu diqiu swallowed a mouthful of saliva and was ruthlessly defeated. 

“Captain, I’m fine!” At this moment, Guanying, whose chest was wrapped in bandages, showed up. He 

pointed at his wound and said,”the bullet went through a little and I was almost dead. Thank God you 

reminded me to wear a bulletproof vest at all times! 

“But … The drone is really scrapped!” 

“It’s good that he’s fine!” Captain PU nodded and patted Guanying’s shoulder to comfort him. 

“Kid, you’re really lucky!” At this moment, Gao ya walked over and put her right hand on Guan Ying’s 

shoulder.”If the sniper aimed at your head, even ten bulletproof vests won’t work!” 

“Captain!” Then, Gao ya raised the sniper rifle in her left hand,”it’s an SD, also made in Russia!” 

“Let me see …” PU Jiayou held the gun in his hand and nodded.”It’s indeed dragonov’s SD. No wonder 

Guanying was able to survive!” “But …” He took out the clip and said,”the dust-proof cover is a little low, 

and the safety pin is a little small. This might be an improved version of the SD!! 

“Oh? Is it also the latest?” Gao ya grinned, who the hell are these people? 

“Eh? “Detective Zhao …” After Gao ya saw Zhao Yu, she quickly came up to him and asked,”I didn’t have 

time to ask you just now! You and Captain PU went down the mountain together, so how did you know 

that we encountered a sniper? and how did you determine the sniper’s position so quickly?” 

“Um … This …” Hearing Gao ya ask the same question, Zhao Yu shook his head and said,”the sound of a 

sniper rifle is different from other guns! Moreover, there was a few seconds of difference between the 

first and second gunshot. It was clearly the sniper who was aiming! 

“As for the sniper’s position,” Zhao Yu said, pointing into the distance.”It seems that the rocks in the 

North are the most suitable! In any case, if it were me, I would definitely set up an ambush there!” 



“Wow, amazing, amazing!” Gao ya gave him a thumbs up.”You’re a genius detective!” If it were any 

other person, they would have panicked long ago, but you still have the time to analyze the situation. 

I’m impressed, really impressed!” 

“Tsk …” After Gao ya finished speaking, Wu diqiu, who was next to her, suddenly cast a look of disdain at 

Zhao Yu. Because that was not what Zhao Yu had said just now. 

“You’re pretty good too,” Zhao Yu ignored Wu diqiu’s eye roll and complimented Gao ya,”you’re just a 

girl, but you broke a bulletproof glass with one punch. No one can compare to that!” 

“Hehe … You flatter me, you flatter me!” Gao ya followed Zhao Yu’s example and said with a smile,”I’ve 

long heard that detective Zhao is good at fighting. If there’s a chance in the future, let’s have a spar!” 

“Mm …” 

Zhao Yu was about to speak, but the team member named Tang Long suddenly ran over and reported to 

Captain PU,””Captain, that person is awake! You can ask questions now!” 

“Is that so?” Gao ya looked at her watch and said,”he woke up in 31 minutes. That guy can take a 

beating!” 

‘F * ck …’ 

Zhao Yu thought to himself,”it seems that this Gao Shang is really a heroine.” 

When Zhao Yu followed the group to the Jeep, he heard the white man say something excitedly. 

His left hand was cuffed to the door handle of the car, and he was speaking in a foreign language that he 

could not understand. Zhao Yu could only feel that he was speaking a language similar to that of Russia. 

“Captain, he’s speaking the language of the uklan Ukraine,” said Yang Feng.”I can only understand that 

his name is Urey! I asked him if he could speak English or Russian, but he couldn’t understand a single 

word!” 

“Oh … I understand!” PU Jiayou looked at the white man, then at his own equipment. He turned to Wu 

diqiu and asked,”little Wu, do you have a book in your car?” 

“Yes!” Wu diqiu had followed PU Jiayou for many years, so when he heard Captain PU’s words, he 

immediately understood and ran to the car, taking out a thick User’s Guide. 

Then, after Captain PU gave him a look, Wu diqiu first placed the book on the hood of the car, then 

spread out the white man’s right palm and pressed it on the book! 

Next, PU Jiayou strode forward. Without a word, he pulled out a dagger and stabbed it into the man’s 

palm! 

Du! 

The tip of the dagger pierced the book, pinning the white man’s hand to the book. 

“Ah!” The white man suddenly let out a scream and immediately pleaded in several different languages, 

including a few Chinese words,”I only know a little, a little … Ah …” 



His hand trembled in the air along with the thick book, and blood dripped down his arm and onto the 

ground … 

Team leader PU’s unique opening speech had a wonderful effect. 

Then, the man named Urey explained the whole thing from beginning to end in fluent Russian. 

Zhao Yu thought that he had a lot of translation devices, so he used one immediately. He could 

understand what the person was saying without any translation. 

However, when Zhao Yu understood what she meant, his mood plummeted. 

Once again, things didn’t go as he had expected. This guy named Urey was just an arms dealer from 

Kongtong who was preparing to make a deal with Saif in yelmaz! 

It turned out that Urey and his gang of accomplices had made an appointment to discuss arms deals 

with Saif in yelmaz. 

However, they didn’t expect to receive the news of saiafu’s arrest before they could even meet him. 

Helplessly, they could only give up on the deal and leave with the truckload of military arms samples. 

However, they did not expect the entire city of yelmaz to be locked down, and they could no longer 

escape. 

To make matters worse, the people from the banner organization did not know how Saif was arrested. 

They thought that it was related to them, so they sent people to control them early in the morning and 

brought them to this nameless town through the Hayya Valley. 

According to the other party’s plan, they would have to wait until Saif was rescued and confront them 

face to face. If there were no problems, he would release them! 

In the end, the worst happened one after another. Saif wasn’t rescued. This time, the arms dealers were 

in a bad situation. 

Since the unnamed town was not the territory of the banner organization, they could not stay there for 

long. Therefore, they began to discuss whether to execute Urey and the others on the spot or to bring 

them back to the base of the flag organization and continue the interrogation … 

At the same time, Urey and the others were also thinking. Although they were innocent, they knew the 

way the banner organization worked. As long as Saif didn’t return, they would either die or suffer a fate 

worse than death! 

Therefore, Urey and the others didn’t want to sit and wait for death. They relied on their understanding 

of the weapons and equipment and took the opportunity to launch a counterattack in the nameless 

town, killing more than a dozen people from the banner organization! 

After killing them, in order to destroy the bodies and get rid of all traces, they threw the people and the 

car into the deep trench. At first, they wanted to burn it, but they were afraid that the fire would attract 

unnecessary trouble, so they had to cover it with thatch and wooden boards. 

However, after that, they found another problem. Without the vehicle, they had nowhere to go. 



It was not until today, when he saw the special task force’s car, that he immediately used his wits and 

wanted to hijack the car to escape, which led to what happened later … 

Tsk tsk … 

After hearing this, Zhao Yu and the others looked at each other with embarrassed expressions. 

They didn’t care about the lives of the terrorists or the arms dealers. What they were most concerned 

about was the whereabouts of the exploration team members! 

However, it seemed that there was no relationship between the two. How could he not be disappointed 

… 

Chapter 1479: desperate arms dealer 

  

“Come, carry his arm properly!” 

When the questioning ended, PU Jiayou gave an order with a frosty expression. Wu diqiu and the others 

immediately held down Urey and placed his arm that was holding the dagger on the hood of the car. 

“No… No, no, no…” Urey was so anxious that he even shouted in Chinese, and shouted in despair,”I … 

I’m telling the truth, really!” I don’t dare to, I don’t dare to lie …” 

Whoosh … 

As PU Jiayou grabbed the dagger and pulled it out with force, the dagger was pulled out with a swish. 

The book in his hand fell onto the car hood. 

“Ah!” 

Urey screamed in pain and sweat … 

Wu diqiu understood PU Jiayou’s meaning. He immediately placed the bloodied book under Yuri’s wrist 

and flipped Yuri’s palm over, revealing his wrist. 

“NO, NO, NO, no…” Urey was scared to death, struggling hard, but he couldn’t get rid of the shackles of 

the Secret Service team. 

“I’ll only ask you once!” PU Jiayou aimed the tip of the dagger at Urey’s wrist and said coldly,”what does 

the China exploration team that went missing on the tarstantauzi plateau have to do with you?!” 

After Captain PU asked, the member called Yang Feng immediately translated for Yuri to hear. 

As a result, Urey shook his head after hearing it, and replied in Russian,””I don’t understand, I really 

don’t understand! What exploration team? What’s the meaning of this?” 

Seeing Urey’s performance, the team members were all disappointed. Only PU Jiayou was still as cold as 

ice. The knife was measured from top to bottom of Urey’s wrist, ready to stab. 



Looking at the dagger shaking on his wrist, Urey almost cried, and begged loudly,””Please … Please, I’m 

begging you. I really don’t know what I mean. I thought you were just ordinary tourists. Otherwise, we 

wouldn’t have dared to target you. We … We’re really at our wits” end …” 

“Think about it again …” PU Jiayou asked coldly,”are you sure you’ve never heard anything about the 

exploration team? Think about the banner organizations you’ve dealt with, have they ever mentioned 

it?” 

“Ah …” Urey tried hard to recall after he understood, and said after a long time,”I think … I think I heard 

saiaf’s people mention it!” 

“Wait a minute, let me think …” Urey frowned tightly.”If only Ivanov was still alive, he was proficient in 

the local language of vachery, I just … Could understand a little. I remember … In the car … 

“When we were brought to this town, one of them did mention something about missing Chinese 

people and the well-drilling team!” 

“Oh?” When they heard this, everyone’s eyes lit up. Yang Feng hurriedly asked,”think about it carefully. 

What did they say? Did it have something to do with them? They did it?” 

“No… No, no, no…” Urey shook his head in a hurry,”I’m sure of this. The missing drilling team should 

have nothing to do with them!” 

“At that time …” Urey said seriously,”those people just said it casually, like chatting … I heard that they 

didn’t know anything about it, so it should … It should have nothing to do with them, right?” 

Tsk tsk … 

Hearing this, Zhao Yu couldn’t help but pout. 

Indeed, as Anna and the others had already interrogated Saif and the others, they already knew that the 

disappearance of the exploration team had nothing to do with the flag organization! 

Now, it seemed that the disappearance had nothing to do with these arms dealers. They had all come to 

yelmaz to talk about the arms deal, and there was no reason to involve the China exploration team … 

This case was really not easy to handle! 

Thinking of this, Zhao Yu gave PU Jiayou a look, then pointed to the sky. 

PU Jiayou immediately understood what he meant, and once again asked Urey fiercely,””Let me ask you 

again. During the days when you entered the mountain, did anyone see or hear anything related to the 

hot air balloon?” 

“Ah?” Urey grinned and shook his head,”I … I really don’t understand … What is a hot air balloon? Was it 

a code name? 

“I … I’ve never seen a hot air balloon before!” He sighed and said,”if there was a hot air balloon, would 

we still be trapped here?” 

“……” 



Seeing Urey’s surprise at the hot air balloon, everyone was disappointed again. Even Zhao Yu started to 

wonder if the clue about the hot air balloon was wrong. 

“But …” Gao Shang thought for a moment, then whispered to Zhao Yu and PU Jiayou,”the exploration 

team went missing first, and they were brought into the Nelia Valley later. It’s normal that they didn’t 

encounter the hot air balloon, right?” 

Hmm … 

Zhao Yu and PU Jiayou nodded at the same time. However, since the disappearance of the exploration 

team had nothing to do with flag organization or the arms dealer, they had to make the next step of 

their plan. 

Should he continue the search, or stop? 

If he were to continue searching, where would he go? 

“Wait …” Suddenly, Zhao Yu thought of something and asked Urey in a hurry,”how many people are 

there in your arms dealer?” 

After Yang Feng’s translation, Urey immediately replied,””Five! During the town’s resistance, two of 

them died! After that, you guys killed another two, and now I’m the only one left!” 

“How many weapons did you guys bring?” Zhao Yu asked again. 

“Not much, they’re basically samples,” Urey answered truthfully,”just two boxes!” 

“What about the weapons?” 

“I used a portion of it when I resisted!” Urey said to the deep part of the canyon,”there is another box. 

Because it can’t be carried, it was hidden there!” 

“I don’t understand …” Zhao Yu said.”Since you killed more than a dozen people from the flag 

organization here, why didn’t you go to gaofei? Aren’t you afraid that they’ll send people to search for 

you?” 

“I’m afraid! Why aren’t you afraid?” Urey said helplessly,”but we have no other choice! There …”He 

pointed to the depths of the town with his chin.” That road leads to the hinterland of Vakra. If we go 

there, we’ll be walking into a trap! 

“There …” He pointed in the direction of the valley again.”We can return to yelmaz from there, but 

yelmaz is now a wanted man in the whole city. Going back is equivalent to death!” 

“Then …” Zhao Yu pointed to the depths of the valley,”why don’t you go forward? This Valley seemed to 

lead all the way to Kazakhstan right? Even if we can’t get there, there should be a water source or a 

village upstream. It’s better than being trapped here and waiting for death, right?” 

“Yup!” Urey nodded and said,”that’s what we think! But … It doesn’t work!” 

“What? It doesn’t work?” Zhao Yu finally realized that he had asked the main point, so he quickly 

asked,”why can’t we? You’ve already walked past it?” 



“Right!” Urey said dejectedly,”there’s a small village about 15 kilometers ahead! However, for some 

reason, the small village was filled with villagers with guns. 

“They even built fortifications and walls in the valley. Some people patrolled the night. The three of us 

went around the valley but couldn’t find a way around it! 

“Helplessly, I could only return the way I came! I wanted to adjust myself here in the town and then go 

downstream to find another way out. Who knew I would meet you!” 

“Oh?” Hearing this news, Zhao Yu and PU Jiayou frowned at the same time. PU Jiayou hurriedly 

asked,”do you know who’s in that village? Which faction do you belong to?” 

“I don’t know!” Urey replied helplessly,”it’s because I don’t know that I don’t dare to go there rashly! If 

it’s a banner organization, then …” 

“Oh …” Hearing this, Zhao Yu nodded as if he had understood something. He immediately pulled PU 

Jiayou aside and whispered,”Captain PU … Let’s make an assumption! 

“When the exploration team went missing, Saif and his men were preparing to negotiate the arms deal. 

“So …” Zhao Yu pointed to the nameless town in the distance.”The hot air balloon would never Land 

here, nor would it go to the hinterlands of vachery!” 

“Right, that makes sense!” PU Jiayou’s eyes lit up, and he said heavily,”in other words, that village full of 

armed forces in front of us is our only hope!!!” 

Chapter 1480: Disappeared again 

  

A distance of 15 kilometers was nothing under normal circumstances. However, it was a different story 

in the bumpy Valley. 

The special task force carefully drove the car, and after a full two hours, they gradually approached the 

village full of armed forces that Urey said. 

Just as everyone parked their cars in a secret area and prepared to go and check out the situation … PU 

Jiayou suddenly received a message from Li Jing. 

“Detective Zhao,” after reading the information, PU Jiayou quickly explained to Zhao Yu,”after the 

exploration team got into trouble, the local police checked the car image captured at the nearby 

intersection in detail. 

“As the initial focus was on the large vehicles, there was a deviation in the early investigation, and no 

suspicious vehicles were found. 

“But, when we focused on the hot air balloon, the local police also shifted their focus to ordinary 

vehicles that might carry the hot air balloon!” 

“Right!” Zhao Yu nodded.”The hot air balloon travels with the wind, so the robbers couldn’t have gone 

there in the hot air balloon and then returned in the hot air balloon after kidnapping the people! 



“They must have driven the hot air balloon to the exploration team’s camp by car and then assembled it 

on the spot. After you’re done, you still have to take back the shelves and the like. ” 

“Two hot air balloons that can seat at least 10 people are not something that can be done with one or 

two ordinary cars! So …”PU Jiayou pointed to his satellite phone and said,” the local police used the 

most primitive method. They checked all the vehicles that could be captured in the video! 

“In the end, we found a total of 10 suspicious vehicles. These vehicles were either unregistered or have 

disappeared. “Here …” He showed Zhao Yu the photos on his mobile phone.”All here!” He said. 

Zhao Yu looked around and found that all the vehicles were pickup trucks. 

He knew that because the area was located on the plateau, many residents relied on animal husbandry 

for a living. Therefore, when choosing to buy a car, pickup trucks were always the first choice. It could 

carry people, goods, and livestock. 

“Although yelmaz has a sentry post in the Sinya Valley,” PU Jiayou said,”because the valley in that area is 

relatively open and the terrain is complicated, there are still many small roads that can bypass the 

Sentry post! So …” 

“Therefore, after so many days, the car that transported the hot air balloon may have returned to its 

destination!” Zhao Yu said. 

“Right!” PU Jiayou shrugged his shoulders.”In the eyes of the locals, cars are very valuable property. 

They won’t give them up easily!” 

“Oh … That is to say …” Gao ya pointed forward,”if we can find the vehicle in the photo from the village 

ahead, we can confirm the whereabouts of the exploration team?” 

“It’s not that simple!” Yang Feng said,”the man from uklan said that the village has some fortifications 

built. Our drones are gone, so it’s not easy to get in!” 

“But I think …” Gao ya blinked and said shrewdly,”it’s because they are full of armed fortifications that 

it’s even more suspicious! There was no silver here! 

“Besides, I’ve already checked the information,” said Gao ya,”on the map, there is indeed a village 

marked there, but it’s so small that it can be ignored. It’s even half the size of the nameless town we saw 

before!” 

“Indeed!” Yang Feng nodded in agreement,”there’s indeed something fishy about the sudden 

appearance of so many armed forces! The missing exploration team member might really be here!” 

“Don’t speak so early!” PU Jiayou said cautiously,”right now, valkries and tartein are all on edge. It’s very 

likely that those armed forces have political motives! 

“So … Let’s not just talk on paper!” Captain PU pointed ahead resolutely.”Let’s go ahead and see the 

situation first!” 

So, they parked the car in a hidden corner, leaving Wu diqiu and the injured Guan Ying to guard the car. 

The rest of the team, fully armed, walked toward the target along the grass. 



In order to get more detailed information, they had to take Urey with them. Before this, they had 

already obtained the box of weapons from the arms dealer through Urey. 

Inside were the latest weapons produced by Russia, most of which were rifles, submachine guns, and 

grenades. 

According to Urey, their contract also included a lot of heavy weapons. However, due to the 

inconvenience of carrying it, he only brought a picture sample and did not bring the real thing. 

Thus, under Urey’s lead, they arrived at the target village smoothly. As a result, when they looked 

forward, everyone could not help but frown. They all felt the seriousness of the situation. 

What kind of village was this? It had become a fortress! 

In front of the valley, there was a three-meter-tall city gate tower. People with loaded guns were 

patrolling the city gate tower. 

“F * ck,” seeing this scene, Gao Shang couldn’t help but curse in a low voice, and said to Urey,”what’s 

with your eyes?” How are they villagers? they’re clearly soldiers!” 

After Gao ya’s reminder, everyone finally understood. Indeed, although those people with rifles and 

bullets were dressed very shabbily and their clothes were not uniform, from the way they held the guns, 

they should have been trained. 

“Gao ya, can you tell which faction he is from?” PU Jiayou asked. 

“I can’t be sure,” said Gao Shang.”According to the original information from vachery, this part of the 

valley is under the jurisdiction of the Zachery sect! 

“But, the” flag “and the Kashmir gang are also active in this area. We can’t say for sure without any 

concrete information! “The only thing I can be sure of is,” said Gao Shang,”these people are definitely 

not the regular army of vachery! At least, I didn’t see any tanks!” 

“Captain,” Tang Long, who was in charge of the reconnaissance mission, came back and reported,”we 

can ‘t. The obstacles near the village have been cleared by people. We can’t get close at all! 

“There!” He gestured with his hands.”The entire Valley has been cut off by them!” 

“Hmm …” PU Jiayou thought for a while and said,”in that case, we can only wait until tonight to act!” 

“Tang Long …” He pointed to the cliff on the right and asked Tang Long,”we can see the city from there. 

Can you climb up?” I meant at night …” 

“No problem!” Tang Long nodded.”Don’t worry!” 

“Okay, then let’s wait until tonight … Mm … Mm …” Just as PU Jiayou was speaking, he suddenly realized 

that one person was missing from the team. He couldn’t help but frown and ask,”everyone, where’s 

Zhao Yu?” Where is our great detective? Why is he gone again?” 

“This …” Everyone looked at each other. Sure enough, Zhao Yu was nowhere to be seen. 

“F * ck!” PU Jiayou cursed angrily,”who did I ask to watch over him before? How could this guy be so …” 



“Captain, Captain … Look …” In the end, before PU Jiayou could finish his sentence, Gao Shang saw a 

figure jumping down from the cliff on the right. 

Then, as the figure quickly approached, people saw that the person was Zhao Yu! Zhao Yu was also 

holding a pair of binoculars in his hand. 

“It can’t be?” Tang Long looked at the steep cliff and exclaimed,”can he fly? How did you go all the way 

up?” 

“Captain PU!” Not long after, Zhao Yu appeared in front of everyone and said to PU Jiayou excitedly,”I 

finally understand what the f * ck is going on!” As he spoke, he pointed to the City Tower in front of 

them.”Hurry up and request for reinforcements from Captain li!” The missing exploration team member, 

Yingying, is inside!” 

 


